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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

In the hour of My Mercy, My Heart descends in a Spirit of Omniscience to repair the sick of spirit
and of body.

In this way the Chaplet of My Divine Mercy reconstructs the infirm essence and consequently heals
the sick body.  For this your merciful prayers at three in the afternoon can embrace the deepest
spaces in your consciousness and also in worldly situations of chaos, of hunger and of war.

Those who truly pray with the heart to My Unfathomable Mercy strengthen their faith, their pity,
their compassion and their inner forgiveness.  Everything that, in the day by day, seems to be
disorganized, My Universal Presence that descends, at three in the afternoon, restores and
reorganizes what is not under the powerful law of My Lord.

To live in My Mercy means to remain in My ocean of Graces and of Redemption for all of the
souls.  By means of the ray of the Divine Mercy the most inveterate sinners, those who are far from
God, may be  saved by the simple devoted act of your prayer.

So today I ask you to love this mystery of the Divine Mercy of Christ because whoever persists
without knowing and without questioning My Mysteries will overnight wake up in My Kingdom of
Love.

When I was amongst you I tried to demonstrate to you through My Transfiguration, through the
Last Supper and through My Passion, the humble steps to reach this source of most pure
compassion that God deposited in My Sidereal Being.

The Source of Mercy embraces more than this little universe because since I ascended to the
celestial universe the Father conceded Me the Grace of removing evil and pain from all of My ones.

Whoever lives in the Master loves the law of the Hierarchy.  Whoever obeys the inner orders is
building in life the spirit of the sacred humility.

From the beginning I wanted that you know Me and that you search for Me.  Now that I Am before
your lives, before your pasts and actions of yesterday, My Merciful Spirit wants to dissolve from
your histories all the evil that may have happened.

For this call Me in trust and repeat: "Jesus Christ, I trust in You"  - this will be the sign and the
answer that I will finally be able to realize My Designs in your souls.  The Source is still open for
all, before the Divine Justice.

Under the Glory of God, be blessed.

Thank you for living My words with the heart and with the spirit!

Your Master of Love, Christ Jesus.


